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The genetic architecture of speciation, i.e., how intrinsic genomic
incompatibilities promote reproductive isolation (RI) between diverg-
ing lineages, is one of the best-kept secrets of evolution. To directly
assess whether incompatibilities arise in a limited set of large-effect
speciation genes, or in a multitude of loci, we examined the geo-
graphic and genomic landscapes of introgression across the hybrid
zones of 41 pairs of frog and toad lineages in the Western Palearctic
region. As the divergence between lineages increases, phylogeo-
graphic transitions progressively become narrower, and larger parts
of the genome resist introgression. This suggests that anuran specia-
tion proceeds through a gradual accumulation of multiple barrier loci
scattered across the genome, which ultimately deplete hybrid fitness
by intrinsic postzygotic isolation, with behavioral isolation being
achieved only at later stages. Moreover, these loci were dispropor-
tionately sex linked in one group (Hyla) but not in others (Rana and
Bufotes), implying that large X-effects are not necessarily a rule of
speciation with undifferentiated sex chromosomes. The highly poly-
genic nature of RI and the lack of hemizygous X/Z chromosomes could
explain why the speciation clock ticks slower in amphibians compared
to other vertebrates. The clock-like dynamics of speciation combined
with the analytical focus on hybrid zones offer perspectives for more
standardized practices of species delimitation.
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Reproductive isolation (RI) is the cornerstone of speciation—the evolution of diverging populations into separate species.
RI is a multidimensional process, influenced by a complex
combination of genetic, behavioral, and ecological factors (1), in
which postzygotic barriers—the reduction of hybrid fitness by lower
fertility or survival—play a decisive part (2, 3). Understanding how
and when these barriers prevent hybridization, lineage merging, and
ultimately determine speciation versus despeciation is a funda-
mental topic in evolutionary biology, with important consequences
for the cataloging of biodiversity. Although the genetic bases of RI
have been under intensive focus, many fundamental questions re-
main unanswered, including how many loci are needed to generate
new species (4–6).
Two competing answers have been suggested in the speciation
genetics literature. On the one hand, speciation may start when
hybridization is strongly reduced by just a few genes with large
effects on hybrid fitness (i.e., “master genes” of speciation), af-
fecting key reproductive, behavioral, and ecological traits (7, 8).
RI builds up faster when natural selection acts on a handful of
speciation genes concentrated in few genomic regions (8–12),
even more so if these are linked by reduced recombination as in
inversions (13, 14). On the other hand, postzygotic isolation may
be initiated gradually by multiple minor incompatibilities, such as
Bateson–Dobzhansky–Muller interlocus epistatic incompatibilities
that randomly accumulate across the entire genome as lineages
diverge (15–17). After a certain point, the multiplying effects of
this growing “mass of genes” erodes hybrid fitness (17–22). These
two views imply different expectations regarding the relationship
between RI and genetic divergence. Small-effect incompatibilities
should gradually increase with divergence time (at least initially),
while a few major-effect incompatibilities can be set off any time
after divergence is initiated.
Another burning question in speciation genetics is whether sex
chromosomes are hotspots for barrier loci, which in turn can
illuminate on the evolutionary forces underlying hybrid incom-
patibilities (23). The role of sex chromosomes has been popu-
larized by the two empirical “rules of speciation” (i.e., Haldane’s
rule and the large X-effect). Haldane’s rule denotes that when a
sex is absent, rare, or sterile in an interspecific cross, it is usually
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the heterogametic sex (24), which has been verified in many
animals (25). The large X-effect refers to the disproportionally
high impact of X or Z chromosomes in driving hybrid dysfunctions
compared to autosomes (26). Initially identified in Drosophila (4,
27), this rule has been verified by restricted introgression at sex-
linked loci across many hybrid zones of mammals (28), birds (29),
and insects (30).
It has become widely accepted that Haldane’s rule and the
large X-effect are primarily caused by hemizygosity on the X/Z
chromosomes (due to the decayed nature of the Y/W), as they
express recessive incompatibilities in the heterogametic sex (25,
31). Hence, one can predict that organisms whose gametologs
have not degenerated, like most amphibians and fishes, should
not follow these rules of speciation. Yet this prediction has rarely
been explored empirically because of the difficulty of identifying
morphologically similar (homomorphic) sex chromosomes (32, 33).
Without the confounding effects of hemizygosity, the large X-effect
then becomes an ad hoc test to assess the relative contribution of
sex-linked genes in driving incompatibilities with alternative mech-
anisms (34), namely the faster evolution of male-expressed genes
(“faster male” hypothesis, refs. 35–38) and of interacting X–Y genes
necessary for the development of the heterogametic sex (“faster
heterogametic sex” hypothesis, refs. 39, 40).
The genetic architecture of RI has been traditionally inferred
from quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping of incompatibilities
segregating among hybrid progenies, as obtained from inter-
species experimental crosses (4). This is only feasible in captive-
bred organisms with a short generation time and, in practice,
remains limited to a few laboratory model organisms (notably
Drosophila). Furthermore, this approach lacks informativeness
when RI is strongly polygenic, because genes of small individual
effects are difficult to pinpoint. For less-accessible species, speci-
ation researchers have screened for peaks of genome divergence
between species pairs (41), which may be associated with RI (e.g.,
genes resisting introgression) and interspecies differentiation (e.g.,
genes evolving faster than the genome average). However, the
landscape of divergence between closely related genomes does not
depend only on their permeability to interspecific gene flow but
also on intragenomic variation in recombination and mutation
rates, which affects the level of background selection and thus
diversity (42, 43). Direct approaches are therefore required to
identify genomic regions that resist admixture because they harbor
the genes involved in RI (6).
As an alternative to traditional speciation genetic studies, we
addressed these fundamental questions by directly measuring the
permeability of genetic barriers at various stages of divergence
across natural species boundaries. We set up a multilevel com-
parative framework of hybrid zones between anuran amphibians
from the Western Palearctic (WP), to test two key predictions of
the master genes versus mass of genes views of speciation, and
whether sex-linked loci are disproportionally involved without
X/Z hemizygosity.
First, we explored the strength of RI with increased divergence
by comparing patterns of introgression across 41 pairs of natu-
rally hybridizing lineages, 15 of which could be analyzed by
geographic cline analyses. We expected a monotonous relationship
under the mass of genes hypothesis, as RI results from the cumu-
lative effects of multiple mutations arising with the genetic diver-
gence of lineages. Under the master genes hypothesis, however, RI
should not increase regularly but might suddenly arise at any mo-
ment along the continuum of divergence.
Second, we examined the genomic landscape of introgression
with locus-by-locus geographic cline analyses for a subset of nine
transect-sampled hybrid zones targeted with restriction site–
associated DNA–sequencing (RAD-seq) data. Under the master
genes model, gene flow should first be drastically reduced at a
few barrier loci and their surroundings (because of linked se-
lection), while the rest of the genome still admixes more freely:
Heterogeneous strengths of isolation among loci are thus
expected when speciation starts. Under the mass of genes model,
however, introgression should progressively decrease throughout
the entire genome, as genetic divergence increases, until large
parts entirely stop admixing: Heterogeneous levels of isolation
are expected to appear later in the speciation process.
Finally, we exploited whole-genome assemblies available for
the genera Hyla and Rana, as well as knowledge of their sex
determination systems (44, 45), to test for large X-effects across
their respective hybrid zones. Since these frogs feature homo-
mophic sex chromosomes, large X-effects would indicate that
hemizygosity is not the main driver of sex-linked incompatibilities.
Results
Geographic Patterns of Introgression.Analyses of the amount of RI
between 41 hybridizing pairs of lineages, based on their phylo-
geographic transitions, support a general reduction of hybrid-
izability as divergence increases (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Tables
S1 and S2). This was the case when considering either divergence
time or sequence divergence estimates at mitochondrial (16S,
cyt-b, and COI) and nuclear markers (RAD-seq) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1)—which were all correlated (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
The relationship was first suggested qualitatively by ranking
the transitions into one of three categories of steepness (shallow,
steep, and very steep). This allowed a comparison of the 41 pairs
altogether, despite heterogeneity of sampling schemes that im-
peded quantifying the hybrid zone steepness in some of them
(see Methods). The link was then confirmed quantitatively for a
subset of 15 pairs in which hybrid zones could be thoroughly
sampled along geographic transects and for which we could infer
cline width (parameter w) from average population ancestry data
(Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S2).
Genomic Landscape of Introgression. For nine species pairs in
which transect-sampled hybrid zones were analyzed with RAD-
seq data, we fitted clines separately on hundreds/thousands of
species-diagnostic SNPs (SI Appendix, Table S2). This revealed
that the interlocus variation in introgression progressively de-
creases as the transitions become steeper (Figs. 2 and 3). The
cline widths w were normally distributed around the genome
average for the loosest hybrid zones, gradually shifted toward
zero for intermediate transitions, until two modes emerged for
the steepest transitions: loci that no longer introgress (w: ∼0) and
loci that still do so (w: ∼10 to 20 km). Marker density in respect
to genome size was variable between hybrid zones (∼10 to
1,488 species-diagnostic SNPs/gigabase) but was not associated
to the proportion of steep clines retrieved (and thus the amount
of putative barrier loci detected) (SI Appendix, Table S2). Be-
cause no genome assembly was available for most species pairs
(see Methods), it was not possible to infer marker density in re-
spect to the decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) with physical
distance along chromosomes.
For one species pair (Hyla arborea/orientalis), two replicate
hybrid zones were analyzed in Serbia and Greece, with the same
genetic markers for comparison. We recovered broadly similar
distributions of cline widths w, which were correlated between
the two transects (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), hence supporting the
replicability of introgression patterns.
Large X-Effects. For four hybrid zones, RAD tags bearing species-
diagnostic polymorphism were mapped to reference genomes.
The homomorphic sex chromosomes of these species were pre-
viously identified (44, 45), allowing us to compare introgression
between sex-linked and autosomal markers.
In Rana temporaria/parvipalmata, 419 SNPs with diagnostic
alleles could be located on the thirteen linkage groups (LGs) of
the R. temporaria genome: 91 sex linked (LG1) and 328 auto-
somal (LG2 to LG13). There was a significant effect of the LG
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(ANOVA, F = 3.0, P = 4.5 × 10−4, and df = 12), in which LG11
(F = 6.9, P = 0.009, and df = 1) and LG12 (F = 16.9, P = 4.8 ×
10−5, and df = 1) both introgressed significantly less than the rest
of the genome (Fig. 4). For the sex-linked LG1 loci, however, the
width w was marginally higher compared to the autosomal loci
(F = 4.4, P = 0.04, and df = 1; Fig. 5). Accordingly, LG1 did not
stand out from the pairwise comparisons among LGs (Tukey tests;
SI Appendix, Fig. S4), and there was no effect of sex linkage on w,
based on an ad hoc permutation test (P = 0.41; SI Appendix, Fig. S5)
(see Methods). More generally, the genomic landscape of w was
homogenously variable across all chromosomes: Groups of loci with
wide or narrow clines alternate over short genetic distances (Fig. 6).
In Hyla i. intermedia/perrini, 687 SNPs were mapped to the 12
LGs of H. arborea: 137 sex linked (LG1) and 550 autosomal
(LG2 to LG12). There was a highly significant effect of the LG
(ANOVA, F = 8.9, P = 6.8 × 10−15, and df = 11), in which only
the sex-linked LG1 had a lower w than average (F = 75.4, P < 2 ×
10−16, and df = 1, Figs. 4 and 5). This sex linkage effect stands
out from the pairwise comparisons among LGs (Tukey test; SI
Appendix, Fig. S4) and was confirmed by the ad hoc permutation
test (P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
In H. arborea/orientalis, 763 SNPs were mapped: 206 sex linked
(LG1) and 557 autosomal (LG2 to LG12). In both transects, w
substantially varied among LGs (ANOVA, F = 12.7, P < 2 ×
10−16, and df = 11 in Serbia; F = 9.0, P = 4.1 × 10−15, and df = 11
in Greece; Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4), as several LGs
introgressed less than the rest of the genome (i.e., LG1 [F = 44.8,
P = 4.2 × 10−11, and df = 1] and LG6 [F = 11.1, P = 9.0 × 10−4,
and df = 1] in Serbia and LG1 [F = 24.7, P = 8.3 × 10−7, and df =
1] and LG08 [F = 14.8, P = 1.3 × 10−4, and df = 1] in Greece).
Taking each transect separately, the effect of sex linkage did not
reach significance in the permutation tests (P = 0.26 for Greece
and P = 0.12 for Serbia; SI Appendix, Fig. S5). However, LG1
was the only LG to introgress less than average in both transects
(and had the lowest P in both) (see also pairwise Tukey tests; SI
Appendix, Fig. S4). Combining the two datasets, and considering
locus and transects as additional random variables, the analysis
thus clearly highlighted a sex linkage effect in this species pair as
well (P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
Discussion
Speciation by a Mass of Genes in Amphibians. Our comparative
framework of hybrid zones provides two lines of evidence in support
of the mass of genes hypothesis for the buildup of postzygotic
isolation in frogs and toads of the WP region. Firstly, the geographic
extent of introgression regularly decreases as the genetic divergence
increases (Fig. 1). This tendency is supported by a fairly large
number of species pairs representative of many families and thus
appears generalizable at least to WP anurans. Here, the link holds
true for the several divergence estimates tested (SI Appendix, Fig.
S1) and whether we considered all species pairs in extensive (but
less accurate) qualitative comparisons or only transect-sampled
hybrid zones in more accurate (but less extensive) quantitative
comparisons (Fig. 1). Moreover, potential events of past intro-
gression should have negligible effects on our results, since we in-
corporated divergence time and genetic distances measured from
mitochondrial phylogenies, or nuclear phylogenies based on pure
populations far away from the present contacts (SI Appendix, Table
S1). The seemingly clock-like reduction of hybridizability with di-
vergence suggests a polygenic origin of the incompatibilities
(i.e., multiple barrier loci cumulating their effects) rather than just a
few major ones—which could have otherwise emerged at any mo-
ment along the continuum of divergence. Secondly, the late accu-
mulation of hundreds of barrier loci is directly visible from our
locus-by-locus cline analyses: RI starts by lowering the width of
the clines homogenously across chromosomes when RI is weak
(given the large hybrid zones) before a fraction of loci become
impermeable to gene flow when RI is clearly stronger (given the
narrower hybrid zones) (Figs. 2 and 3). For the R. temporaria/par-
vipalmata hybrid zone, where we benefited from a genome as-
sembly, the homogeneous genomic landscape of introgression
confirms that RI implicates numerous loci that are not constrained
to particular genomic regions (Fig. 6). The relationship between
hybridizability and divergence is reminiscent of experimental re-
sults in various plant and animal groups (3), includingW. F. Blair’s
classical hybrid inviability data in anurans (46). Here, our study is
quite complementary, as the degree of RI and its genomic archi-
tecture were inferred from currently admixing natural populations,
hence allowing to consider both extrinsic and intrinsic postzygotic
isolation.
If RI in WP anurans is initiated by the additive effects of
numerous weak genetic incompatibilities, it is reasonable to as-
sume that postzygotic isolation is the main driver of speciation.
Consistently, most of our focal lineages are “cryptic” (i.e., they
exhibit no obvious morphological, acoustic, or behavioral differ-
ences potentially responsible for premating and/or extrinsic post-
zygotic barriers). This assumption remains to be thoroughly tested,
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Divergence time (My)
Fig. 1. Relationship between hybrid zone steepness and divergence time (log scaled). (Left) Inferred qualitatively from the phylogeographic transitions of 41
species pairs ranked in three categories (ordinal logistic regression; P = 0.003). Divergence significantly differed among categories (ANOVA, F = 92.1, P = 1.1 ×
10−9, and df = 1) but without influence of the taxonomic group (genus) (F = 0.85, P = 0.58, and df = 6) nor their interaction (F = 1.1, P = 0.39, and df = 9).
(Right) Inferred quantitatively from cline width w (log scaled) computed along transect-sampled hybrid zones of 15 species pairs (linear regression; P = 0.004,
R2 = 0.48, and df = 13).
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which potentially play important roles in amphibians, including
anurans (47). In the absence of direct assessments (e.g., mate choice
experiments), the composition of genotypes in the center of the
contact zones can offer clues on the strength of extrinsic barriers:
Bimodal or trimodal hybrid zones indicate a deficit of hybrids,
resulting either from their low fitness or from low rates of inter-
specific crossing. Although our sampling does not include pop-
ulations from the hybrid zone center in all cases, the ones available
feature unimodal distributions of the hybrid index, hence random
mating (e.g., Bombina, Rana, and Pelodytes; SI Appendix, Table S2
and references therein). Moreover, because fertilization is external
in frogs, anatomical prezygotic incompatibilities are not expected,
and sexual selection is potentially less efficient compared to other
groups such as insects or birds. In WP anurans, we thus hypothesize
that speciation is primarily initiated by intrinsic postzygotic isolation
caused by a mass of minor genetic incompatibilities, which restrain
interspecific gene flow but do not trigger prezygotic isolation.
Under this hypothesis, mechanisms that reduce crossbreeding—
such as bioacoustic differentiation—will essentially evolve during
later stages of divergence, perhaps via reinforcement (48, 49). In
our focal groups, all the young cryptic lineages accordingly feature
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Pelodytes (ES) Hyla (IT) Rana
Alytes Pelobates Bufo
Pelodytes (PO)BombinaHyla (SRB)
Fig. 2. Variation in cline center c and width w in WP anuran hybrid zones. Cline parameters (in kilometers) were estimated for lineage-diagnostic SNPs
genotyped across transects for nine hybrid zones representative of the speciation continuum, arranged by the median of w (SI Appendix, Table S2): P. p.
punctatus/hespericus in Spain (ES); H. i. intermedia/perrini in Italy (IT); R. temporaria/parvipalmata; Alytes obstetricans/almogavarii; Pelobates fuscus/ves-
pertinus; Bufo bufo/spinosus; H. arborea/orientalis in Serbia (SRB); Bombina bombina/variegata; Pelodytes atlanticus/ibericus in Portugal (PO). Each black dot
is a SNP locus; the red crosses show the mitochondrial clines. The center c is given as the deviation from the median center. Photograph credits: C.D.
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introgressive hybridization precludes the emergence of sympatry.
Consequently, only the most diverged, phenotypically distinct spe-
cies can share overlapping distributions and habitats, and admixture
is no longer observed: if produced, hybrids are unfit (e.g., H.
arborea/meridionalis, ref. 50) or propagate via alternative modes of
reproduction such as allopolyploidy (e.g., Bufotes, ref. 51) or
hybridogenesis (e.g., Pelophylax, ref. 52).
While genetic incompatibilities seem to be the initial driver of
speciation in WP anurans, this is not necessarily the case for other
animal groups or biomes. The extensive study of the mechanisms
of RI in birds has led some authors to suggest a major role for
mate choice, via both pre- and postzygotic mechanisms (53–55). In
birds, sympatry is sometimes achieved before the evolution of
substantial genetic incompatibilities, and gene flow between
closely related species often remains pervasive for a long time
(56), except at loci involved in key phenotypes facing divergent
selection. For instance, plumage coloration genes can stabilize
avian hybrid zones (57). Nevertheless, single genes are rarely
enough to guarantee advanced ecological or behavioral isolation,
and emerging genomic data suggests that even rapid speciation, as
in adaptive radiations, is driven by multiple genomic regions, es-
pecially when the traits involved are polygenic (e.g., cichlids, ref.
0.00
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Pelodytes (ES) Hyla (IT) Rana
Alytes Pelobates Bufo
Pelodytes (PO)BombinaHyla (SRB)
Fig. 3. Distribution of cline width w in WP anuran hybrid zones. w (in kilometers) was estimated for lineage-diagnostic SNPs genotyped across transects
between nine pairs of anuran taxa representative of the speciation continuum, arranged by the median of w (SI Appendix, Table S2; lineages detailed in the
legend of Fig. 2). For each, a density function is overlain over the empirical data, illustrating how w progressively abuts zero throughout the genome,
spanning from a unimodal distribution (Pelodytes [ES] and Hyla [IT]) to a Poisson distribution (Rana, Alytes, Pelobates, Bufo, and Hyla [SRB]) and a bimodal
distribution (Bombina and Pelodytes [PO]). Notice that the scales of the x-axes are adjusted for each case. Photograph credits: C.D.
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58). The general mode of RI should then affect speciation rates:
Evolving RI via genetic divergence distributed throughout the
genome (as in anurans) should take longer than via behavioral or
ecological isolation relying on a simple or even polygenic architec-
ture (as e.g., in birds and cichlids). Accordingly, prezygotic barriers
often reach completion faster than intrinsic postzygotic barriers (59,
60). Here, this hypothesis is consistent with the overall slow speci-
ation clock of amphibians compared to other vertebrate classes (61,
62) and particularly birds [∼5.3 My versus 1.2 My (62)].
The crucial role of intrinsic incompatibilities in driving speci-
ation was recognized early on (24, 63–65) but has more recently
been shadowed by the rising idea that even weakly diverged and
compatible lineages could represent distinct species (i.e., if hy-
bridization diminishes early in the process) because of ecological
and behavioral constraints (66, 67). This perception is biased by the
disproportionally large amount of speciation research focused on
ecological speciation, in which adaptation is directly responsible for
isolation (68). A more balanced view on the respective importance
of genetic versus behavioral/ecological isolation in animals will re-
quire comparisons spanning multiple clades and biomes. We sug-
gest that the trend followed by WP anurans—in which genetic
divergence first generates intrinsic isolation in alloparapatry before
behavioral isolation evolves and allows sympatry—might happen
more frequently than the recent speciation literature implies.
What Role for Homomorphic Sex Chromosomes? In anuran am-
phibians, which bear undifferentiated sex chromosomes (69), the
large X-effect has received little support. We showed no effect in
Rana (Figs. 4 and 5), as previously suggested for Bufotes (70).
Hybrid incompatibilities also predominantly map to autosomes
in Xenopus frogs (32). This implies little role for sex-linked genes
without hemizygosity. One reason could be the lack of speciali-
zation of the young anuran sex chromosomes (71), which are
frequently recycled by turnovers (44) and/or are maintained
undifferentiated by recombination (72). As a consequence, they
do not necessarily attract genes with sex-antagonistic functions
(71), which could in turn act as barrier loci by causing faster male
or faster heterogametic sex incompatibilities. Here, this is well-
illustrated by our Rana hybrid zone, where the sex-determining
region did not show particularly reduced introgression (Fig. 6).
Beyond frogs, only few organisms with homomorphic sex chro-
mosomes have been studied in a speciation context, and large
X-effects were also not recovered (e.g., poplars, ref. 73).
Tree frogs (Hyla) seem to make an exception. There was a
significant large X-effect for the pair H. i. intermedia/perrini and a
trend for the pair H. arborea/orientalis, as previously suggested
(33). Either their Y chromosome did accumulate genes with male-
specific functions—intrinsically reducing hybrid fitness by faster
male or faster heterogametic sex mechanisms—or it possibly ex-
hibits some hemizygosity. Sex chromosomes are clearly homo-
morphic in most hylids (74) but nascent X–Y differentiation was
documented across the species investigated here, potentially be-














































LG01* LG02 LG03 LG04 LG05 LG06 LG07 LG08 LG09 LG10 LG11 LG12
Fig. 4. Cline width w per LGs in WP anuran hybrid zones. Estimates are in kilometers. LG1/chr01 bears the sex-determining locus (in red). From top to bottom
are the following: R. temporaria/parvipalmata in northern Spain, H. i. intermedia/perrini in Italy (IT), and Hyla arborea/orientalis in Serbia (SRB) and Greece
(GR). An LG effect on w was evidenced for all systems, and the LGs contributing to the effect with a significantly lower w than the rest of the genome are
highlighted in bold and asterisks (see Results for statistical details). Photograph credits: C.D.
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If homomorphic sex chromosomes do not play a dispropor-
tionate role in the buildup of RI (as in Rana, Bufotes, and
Xenopus)—unless some X–Y divergence has been initiated (as
perhaps in Hyla)—this would indirectly suggest that hemizygosity
must account for most of the large X- or Z-effects documented
in organisms with decayed gametologs (as in mammals, birds,
and Drosophila). Accordingly, RI builds faster in species bearing
heteromorphic compared to homomorphic sex chromosomes
(76, 77). In addition to the mode of RI (see Speciation by a Mass
of Genes in Amphibians), the lack of sex chromosome differen-
tiation could thus further contribute to the slow pace of am-
phibian speciation. More in-depth insights could also be gained
from comparing XY versus ZW species, in which faster male and
faster heterogametic sex mechanisms imply different assump-
tions regarding Haldane’s rule and the large X-effect (25, 32).
Both of these key aspects of speciation obviously deserve further
exploration prior to make generalizations on the role of homo-
morphic sex chromosomes. Large X-effects have been tested in
very few amphibian models so far (now six), because of the
methodological challenges of identifying their sex determination
systems and mapping species-diagnostic loci to compare sex-
linked versus autosomal patterns of introgression. In parallel,
Haldane’s rule certainly needs reevaluation in anurans. Previous
assessments assumed conserved patterns of heterogamety among
major clades (46), yet it has recently been shown that hetero-
gametic switches occurred even between closely related species
(45, 78).
Implications for the Delimitation of Incipient Species. In systematics,
if one accepts a ranked system in which strongly isolated and
freely introgressing lineages should be afforded species and
subspecies ranks, respectively (79–81), the difficulty is to trans-
late the continuous progress of RI into a dichotomous classifi-
cation, i.e., where to cut through the “grey zone” of speciation
(82). When lineages meet, the structure of their hybrid zones can
be used (83). Strong LD in hybrids reflects little mixing between
the parental genomes, which is clearly indicative of advanced RI
and thus distinct species (84, 85). Parapatric transitions in which















































Fig. 5. Cline widths w for autosomal (black) and sex-linked loci (red) in WP anuran hybrid zones. Estimates are in kilometers. From top left to bottom right
are the following: R. temporaria/parvipalmata in northern Spain, H. i. intermedia/perrini in Italy (IT), H. arborea/orientalis in Serbia (SRB) and in Greece (GR).
No large X-effect was found in Rana, where LG1 even admixes slightly more than the rest of the genome (see also Fig. 4). A large X-effect is evident in the
Italian Hyla hybrid zone, where LG1 (the sex chromosomes) is the only LG to significantly introgress less than the rest of the genome. In H. arborea/orientalis,
LG1 is not the only LG to significantly introgress less in the Serbian (Left) and Greek (Right), transects, but it is the only one to do it in both (Fig. 4), thus also
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Position on the R. temporaria genome (Gb)dm
rt10
w
Fig. 6. Genomic landscape of cline widths w across the R. temporaria/par-
vipalmata hybrid zone. Estimates are in kilometers for 419 species-diagnostic
SNPs mapped on the R. temporaria genome. Colors distinguish adjacent
chromosomes. The sex chromosome pair (LG1) is in red, and the position of
the sex-determining gene dmrt1 is highlighted. Loci showing reduced in-
trogression are homogeneously distributed throughout the genome. Pho-
tograph credit: C.D.
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zones maintained by selection represent stable reproductive
boundaries (83), and the taxa involved should thus also be treated
as species. However, in many cases, it is difficult to assess whether
introgression reflects neutral diffusion or selective barriers.
We suggest here that for such unimodal hybrid zones, practical
guidelines can be derived from the architecture of introgression.
There is a tipping point in the speciation process beyond which
the lineages will never merge back: It is reached once the mass of
incompatibilities cumulates, shaping the multilocus clines toward
null widths (Figs. 2 and 3). Hence, we propose to assign the
species rank when the cline widths shift toward a Poisson or a
bimodal distribution abutting zero—the cue that many markers
are putatively linked to barrier loci (Fig. 3). In contrast, if the
widths essentially follow a Gaussian distribution, the interacting
taxa may rather be considered as incompletely separated line-
ages or subspecies (79–81). Applying these principles here, the
hybrid zones P. p. punctatus/hespericus in Spain and H. i. inter-
media/perrini in Italy would feature conspecific lineages, while
the remaining seven transitions would reflect species-level line-
ages (Figs. 2 and 3). Furthermore, given that the interlocus
variation of cline estimates proportionally decreases with the
genome average width, the latter could even be used as proxy: A
large proportion of sharp clines emerge for all our hybrid pairs
once the average cline falls below 30 km (e.g., last seven panels
in Figs. 2 and 3). The actual strength of RI reflected by geo-
graphic clines obviously depends on dispersal across the hybrid
zones, so the decisive threshold of cline width should ideally be
calibrated for each species group. While interlocus variation of w
has the advantage of being independent from dispersal (for au-
tosomal loci), the approach will be limited for taxa with patchy
distributions, since the fraction of loci with null widths shall
depend on the density of sampling near the hybrid zone center.
Still, the pattern highlighted here can serve as baseline for mo-
lecular taxonomy under integrative views of the biological spe-
cies criterion (79–81, 86–89).
One drawback of this approach is the need for geographic
contacts in order to assess introgression between candidate
lineages. Fortunately, our results also provide some thresholds
for ranking allopatric taxa. In European anurans, lineages that
evolved ≥6 My and show ≥0.4% divergence at RAD sequences
(obtained by our procedures) or ≥3% at 16S sequences invari-
ably form narrow transitions. Below 2 My and 0.3% of RAD
divergence, the hybrid zones are almost exclusively shallow
(Fig. 7). These yardsticks can thus be used in a preliminary
categorization of taxa following the “hybrid zone approach” (86,
90), even without actual hybrid zone data. Case by case assess-
ments will remain necessary for the situations in between, for
which the outcomes of secondary contacts can greatly vary, even
among the same species pairs (91). Pending some knowledge of
the speciation clock, the principle can be generalized to any
organismal group, as long as RI follows the mass of genes model.
If, however, speciation is driven by the master genes model or
relies on behavioral cues (e.g., birds), it might then be more
relevant to quantify and categorize divergence in the signals
themselves (92). By combining assessments of both phylogenetic
independence and restricted gene flow at secondary contact, our
approach will hopefully find some consensus among researchers
adopting either the lineage or biological definition of species,
and ultimately limit questionable taxonomic inflation.
Methods
Study Systems. We compared the extent of admixture across 41 pairs of WP
anuran lineages based on multilocus nuclear analyses (introns, micro-
satellites, allozymes, and/or RAD-seq) and independently documented by our
own previous phylogeographic studies. This encompassed painted frogs
(Discoglossus, two pairs), midwife toads (Alytes, three pairs), fire-bellied
toads (Bombina, one pair), spadefoot toads (Pelobates, six pairs), parsley
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Fig. 7. Probability to speciate in relation to divergence. Graphs show the
proportion of steep hybrid zones in respect to divergence time (Top, 1 My
windows), percent of RAD sequence divergence (Middle, 0.1% windows),
and percent of 16S divergence (Bottom, 0.5% windows). The empirical data
are shown in crosses, with circles being proportional to the number of tested
lineage pairs. The lines and gray areas are sigmoid clines fitted by maximum-
likelihood to this data (and its 95% CI). Equal probabilities to form steep or
shallow hybrid zones are reached by 3.3 My, 0.3% of RAD divergence and
1.7% of 16S divergence.
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(Bufotes, eight pairs), common toads (Bufo, one pair), brown frogs (Rana,
one pair), and water frogs (Pelophylax, eight pairs). Sources and summaries
of the patterns of hybridization are reported in SI Appendix, Table S1.
When available, we harvested sequences from commonly used mito-
chondrial (16S, cyt-b, and COI) and nuclear (RAD-seq) markers for each pair
of lineages to measure their percent of sequence divergence (MEGA X, ref.
93). We also incorporated divergence time estimates obtained from time-
calibrated phylogenies (SI Appendix, Table S1).
While some transitions were collected along predesigned transects,
sampling in others was more geographically scattered. In an effort to cover a
maximum number of transitions but accounting for the variability of sam-
pling schemes, we first categorized the transition of each species pair as either
1) shallow, with widespread introgression (>50 km from the contact); 2)
steep, with moderate introgression (10 to 50 km around the contact); and 3)
very steep, with occasional hybridization without introgression or weak in-
trogression restricted to the immediate vicinity of the contact (<10 km) (SI
Appendix, Table S1). The effect of divergence was tested in two ways: 1) by
an ordinal logistic regression, considering the three categories as factors and
2) by two-way ANOVAs, in which the effect of the taxonomic group (= ge-
nus) was also considered.
Transition Widths. For a subset of 15 species pairs in which transitions were
specifically sampled along transects, we quantified the geographic extent of
admixture by fitting clines on the average nuclear ancestries of populations
(SI Appendix, Table S2). The allele frequency of parental species should
decrease from one gene pool to the other in a clinal manner, as a result of
dispersal and selection against hybrids. The transition was modeled as a cline
determined by its center c and width w, which correspond to the location
and steepness of the transition, respectively. Steep transitions may further
feature weak but geographically extensive introgression far from the center,
following the diffusion of neutral alleles. In such cases, exponential tails
flanking the cline may increase the fit on the empirical data, albeit with the
cost of additional parameters (two for each tail). Clines were fitted with the
maximum-likelihood algorithm of hzar (94) on population ancestry data (hy-
brid index) obtained from multilocus clustering analyses (SI Appendix, Table
S2). We estimated the likelihood of each cline model (with or without expo-
nential tails) and reported the one with the lowest Akaike information crite-
rion value. The relationship between the genome average width and
divergence time was assessed by a linear regression on log-transformed data.
Within-Genome Variation of Introgression. To assess the heterogeneity of
introgression throughout the genome, we analyzed RAD-seq data from
hybrid zones between nine pairs of lineages chosen to broadly cover the
speciation continuum, i.e., admixing across very short (<10 km) to very large
(>100 km) distances (SI Appendix, Table S2). All datasets were generated
from genomic libraries prepared with a double-digest RAD-seq protocol (95),
sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 (single read 125) and bioinformati-
cally processed (demultiplexing and SNP calling) via the Stacks pipeline. Eight
datasets were produced from the raw sequencing data of our previous work
on Alytes (one pair), Bombina (one pair), Hyla (one pair), Bufo (one pair),
Pelobates (one pair), Rana (one pair), and Pelodytes (two pairs) (96). Using the
same procedures, a ninth dataset was produced from newly generated RAD-
seq data for two independent hybrid zones between H. arborea and H.
orientalis in northeastern Greece and northeastern Serbia (ref. 96, samples
from ref. 33), allowing us to compare introgression patterns between replicate
transects of the same species pair. The sources and details of each dataset are
provided in SI Appendix, Table S2.
For each dataset, species-diagnostic SNPs were selected as those with fixed
(frequency difference of 1.0) or nearly fixed alleles (frequency difference
of >0.8) between the edge populations, and cline analyses were performed
on the allele frequencies separately for each locus with hzar.
Large X-Effects. Testing for the role of sex chromosomes as hotspots for
barrier loci has two prerequisites: 1) a genome assembly with scaffolds
assigned to chromosomes or LGs, on which to align the species-diagnostic
SNPs sequenced in the hybrid zone samples, and 2) knowledge of which LG
harbors the sex-determining locus in the species pairs involved. These re-
quirements were met for Rana and Hyla, for which the available RAD-seq
data span four hybrid zones. In Rana, we aligned the loci genotyped in the R.
temporaria/parvipalmata hybrid zone on a PacBio genome assembly of R.
temporaria (available here: https://github.com/DanJeffries/Rana-temporaria-
genome-assembly/), anchored by high-density linkage maps following ref.
44. For Hyla, we mapped the loci genotyped in the H. i. intermedia/perrini
transition and the two H. arborea/orientalis transects on an unassembled,
low-coverage draft genome of H. arborea (DOI: 10.5061/dryad.n856c) also
anchored by a high-density linkage map (95). In all these lineages, sex is
known to be determined by male heterogamety (XY) at LG1 (44, 45). Clines
were analyzed for aligned loci that showed frequency differences above 0.7
between the parental populations.
Large X-effects should be reflected by narrower widths w for LG1 com-
pared to autosomal LGs. In each hybrid zone, we assessed whether w sig-
nificantly varied among LGs by ANOVA. Post hoc pairwise Tukey’s tests were
then applied to identify which LGs significantly introgressed less than the genome
average. To further assess whether sex linkage influenced the amount of intro-
gression, we designed a permutation test in which the assignment of each locus
to an LG, and the assignment of each LG as the sex chromosomes, was shuffled
1,000 times. Each time, the effect of sex linkage on w was estimated in gener-
alized linear mixed models, considering LG as a random factor, and the test sta-
tistic was recorded. The test statistic from the empirical data was then plotted
against this null distribution and was considered significant if it fell above the
95% quantile. For H. arborea/orientalis, we also performed the analysis by pool-
ing the data from the two transects together, considering transect and loci (the
two transects were genotyped for the same loci) as additional random factors.
Data Availability. Raw sequence reads obtained by RAD-seq have been de-
posited in National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read
Archive, and are available under Bioproject PRJNA542138. All other study
data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.
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